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Printed in USA.

This oven MUST be connected to at least one wall stud
– this is a minimum requirement.

Connect marks to as many studs as possible.

Place on Wall before placing Top Cabinet Template.
1. Mark the location of the wall studs. Refer to the Installation

Instructions. Do not attempt to install this microwave oven if a
wall stud cannot be located.

2. Use tape or pins to attach this template to the wall being sure
that the upper edge is exactly at the bottom of the top
cabinet and centered. The top edge of the template must be
at least 66" from the floor and 30" or more from the cooking
surface. The bottom edge of the template must meet or be
higher than the top of any range backsplash – do not put the
template behind the range backsplash.

NOTE:
1. If cabinets are not plumb, adjust template to cabinets.
2. If front edge of cabinet is lower than back edge,

adjust template so that it is level with cabinet front.
3. Clearly and accurately mark wall stud location on the template. If

stud location matches any location marked + in areas lettered
A,B,C,D,E, or F drill a 3/32" hole into the stud for a wood screw.

Drill a 5/8" hole at A, B, C and D wherever there is NO stud.
Additional toggle bolts may be purchased from most
hardware stores and used in the area between the two E's
or the two F's to give added support for weakened or damaged
walls.

4. For Vertical and Recirculating Exhaust applications, go to the
Top Cabinet Template Instructions. For Horizontal Exhaust,
cut out rectangular hole 4" x 11" along broken lines in area
labeled Outside Rear Exhaust (Horizontal) and then go to the
Top Cabinet Template Instructions.
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